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this game is fun but i hate my friends. I hate to be negative so I'll start by mentioning the graphics look quite good for a newly
related early acess title.

That aside the game is very unfinished, there's no intro or simple starting quest of any sort to get you started in the right
direction. You spawn in with nothing and have to figure out everything as you go from, there's no explanation on how the games
mechanics work at all from what I experienced in my short play time.

All the official servers are over 100 ping, and out of all the servers available the lowest ping I can find is in the 60s. I spent 10
minutes trying to launch a Lan server for solo player with no sucess.

Naturaly without no instructions I went out looking for food water and other supplys, I managed to figure out how to craft a few
items as thankfully most of the controls are similar to other survival games. On my short journey I noticed offline players flying
in the air clipped into the ground and even clipped into the wood palates you climb down when you spawn in the first time.

I pushed past this and started gathering, I crafted a club and started killing zombies, until a zombie touched me all of a sudden
my screen turned yellow and my heath went from full to empty in about 5 seconds flat. I assumed this was a glitch an respawned
to only get a yellow screen after 5 minutes and rapid health drain leading to death in seconds again. This time there was no
contact with zombies nor any consumption of food or water just yellow screen then dead. I assume this is the infection system
but with no clear explanation of game mechanics I'm not 100% sure if it is or not nor do I know what causes infection or how to
cure it.

After this I decided to read more reviews aswell as the update logs to see if other players experienced similar issues and how
many issues have been addressed and or patched. Well it's a positive to see the dev's active in responding to the community it's
difficult to see the lack of prioritization in bug fixes, youd expect large issues like player cliping and Co op party forming to be
addressed before issues like armour and damage balancing.

The game has a ton of potential but it's a long way from reaching it. Refund requested hope future updates improve the game as
I will be watching in hopes of repurchaseing but can not currently recommend as even in early acess alot is lacking from the
game.. Eye spy. Like other "find the item" games from this company (Rosecliff Island, Amazing Adventures), this game
delivers what it promises: a simple puzzle game that is fun.. Wanted to like the game I really did, but after 1 game I know it will
be infuriating. I still play sensible soccer to this day and this feels nothing like it.

Players are too big, goals are too small. Which makes every shot either hit the defender or wide or easy save.

Passing and movement feel ok. But the business end where the fun is is too much of a chore...

EDIT

Have also noticed the dev upping the ratings with fake accounts. *sigh*. It's a pretty good platformer, albeit the controls are a
bit confusing.
The interface is something to be desired, and I can't comment on the soundtrack.
The core gameplay is excellent, the mechanics are fun to play around with once you realize exactly how they work.
There are a few bugs, one of which gamebreaking and things that aren't explained.
I wish the developers luck in future projects, and hopefully with more experience they can start polishing them too.
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"Marine Forces soldier" Wtf guys? Are you trying to\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off Marines? Let me lend you a
hand.

Marine Corps --- Marines
Army --- Soldiers
Navy --- Sailors
Air Force --- Airmen
Coast Guard --- Coast Guardsman (or Coasties)

The only reason I'm liking this content is for my old digital cammies. UNF*CK YOURSELF UBISOFT. This i sa very
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game. While it's a tad bit pricey in it's current state (at least for me, as frugal as I am),
I'm really impressed by the quality (especially graphics-wise) of this game.

It feels good to move and shoot, there's a feeling of satisfaction upon completing a challenging level (similar to Hotline Miami
in some respects), and the Anomaly mode is a ton of fun.

It's also worth noting that the developer is quite heavily involved in the community hub, regularly responding to all kinds of
criticism, both positive and negative.

In this day and age, the indie game scene is really taking the PC market by storm, and while this game doesn't have as many
maps as I would like it to, I think this a good game to show people who believe that the indie market can't produce fun little
things such as this.. The nostalgia alone is worth 4,99.. don't forget to stock up on french fries.. A simple and easy to use
program. It is not the best animation software in the universe, it has its flaws, but it's totally worth the price.. Warcraft 3 with a
Warhammer 40k reskin. The campaign isn't the strong suit but gameplay is great and strongly recommend this over DoW 2 any
day.. Really enjoying this game! Not sure why there are so many mixed reviews - it seems like most folks on here are biased
against racing games anyway, so I think that's why.

The controller works just fine (there's an options menu off the main menu where you can choose input) and it's got a great
soundtrack. Graphics are good enough - sure, it's a mobile port so the graphics *could* be better on your uber:pc but you know
what this is a low budget racer and its not like you're paying full whack for it - the graphics are good enough and when you're
whizzing down the tracks at a zillion mph you should probably be concentrating on the gameplay instead!!

I got it on sale, so I'm super happy with my purchase but I don't think I'd be too disappointed at full price. It's a very playable
fun little arcade game :). Addictive and simple - Definitely worth the money!
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